
Who Did That!?!
(From the Mix It Up Chapter)

Objective
     To learn more about each other and to generate interaction among group members.

Group Size
6 or more

Materials
 Paper
 Pens or pencils

Description
     Select three people prior to the activity and ask them each to write down one of their most embarrassing mo-
ments. When the activity starts ask these three people to stand or sit in front of the group and then have someone 
else read one of the embarrassing moments. Ask the audience members to begin asking questions of the three 
people in order to guess whose paper was read. The person whose paper was read must answer questions about 
the incident truthfully, but the other two may lie in order to try to fool the group. 
     After many questions have been asked, ask the audience members to vote for the person that they thought the 
embarrassing moment happened to. After everyone votes, ask the person whom the story was about to reveal 
him/herself.
     Several rounds of this game may be played with a different group of three people up front each time.
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Pull Up
(From the Stir It Up Chapter)

Objective
To include everyone in a fun game that mixes people up while at the same time creating a friendly guy versus 
girl competition.

Group Size
30 or more (with a good mix of guys and girls)

Materials
 A music source (i.e. radio, stereo, etc.)

Description
     The group must sit down on the ground in a large circle. Ask for three girl volunteers and three guy vol-
unteers to stand in the middle of the circle. Inform the group that this is a competition between guys and girls 
and that the way you get a point for your team is to make sure that there are more people from the opposite sex 
standing in the middle of the circle when the music stops.
     When the game starts, the music is playing and the guys and girls in the middle must each find someone of 
the opposite sex, grab his/her hand and pull him/her to a standing position, and then sit down in his/her place. 
This switching of places continues in a fast-paced manner and a person must stand when someone grabs his/her 
hand. 
     After a short time, stop the music and count the number of guys in the middle and the number of girls in the 
middle. The team that has the least number of people standing gets one point. Play several rounds of this game 
before declaring a winner. Start each new round with the people who are standing in the middle when the last 
round ended.
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Bid and Build
(From the Team Up Chapter)

Objective
To work together as a team to build a bridge out of the objects your team obtains.

Group Size
4 to 20 participants is ideal

Materials
 A large sheet of paper ( or chalkboard, dry erase board, etc.)
 A writing utensil for the paper, chalkboard, or dry erase board
 Various items that can be used or not used to get a group from 
      point A to point B (i.e. Frisbees®, sheets of paper, rope, hula hoops, 
      pieces of wood or cardboard, an old garbage can, a tumbling mat, 
      or anything else you can find)
 Paper
 Pens or pencils
 Optional: Play money

Description
     This activity is two teamwork activities in one! For the first part, list all the items that you have gathered on 
the large sheet of paper, display it for the group to see, and show them the items listed. Divide the group into 
at least two smaller teams of two or more and give each group a piece of paper and a pen or pencil. Explain to 
the groups that their task is to attempt to get their entire team from one side of an open area to the other side (at 
least ten yards apart) using any of the items listed and without anyone on their team touching the ground at any 
time.
     First the teams must bid for the items listed. Each team gets 100 points (or $100 in play money) that they 
may spend however they wish on the items. They must divide up the points based on what they think will 
help them the most and write down their bids on the paper given to them. For example, one team may bid 75 
points on the Frisbees, and 25 points on the rope. Another team may bid 50 points on the rope, 25 points on the 
Frisbees, 10 on the paper, and 15 on the cardboard.
     After all the bids are completed, collect them and divide up the materials based upon the highest bid. In the 
example, the first team would end up with the Frisbees and nothing else, but the second team would get the 
rope, paper, and cardboard. If there is a tie for any item, you may have the teams bid again on certain items or 
divide the items up if possible.
     Once the teams have their items, the second part of this teamwork activity occurs. They must now work 
together to get their entire team across the open area without any of the team members touching the ground in 
the process.

Discussion Prompts
1. Was it hard for your team to agree on what numbers to bid? Why or why not?
2. What did you do to come to an agreement?
3. When you disagree with others how do you handle it?
4. How do you feel about your ability to work with others after this activity?
5. What role do you usually take when in a group that is making decisions? Do you feel this is a good role for 

you? Why?

Variation
This activity may be done for an art project as well. Teams must bid on items that can be used to create a piece 
of art. gamesforgroups.com



Earthquake Escape
(From the Team Up Chapter)

Objective
To build trust and to learn to work together in a situation in which people’s abilities and needs are different.

Group Size
6 to 10 participants (or break large groups into small groups of 6 to 10 each)

Materials
 Cardboard
 Small flat wood pieces
 Cloth strips
 Cotton balls

Description
     Explain to the group that there has just been a major earthquake and that many of the group members have 
sustained injuries. Select different group members to have different injuries and instruct them to act out these 
injuries during the course of the activity. One person may be deaf with cotton balls in his/her ears, another 
person is blind with a blindfold on. Someone may be unconscious and must lie on the ground. Others may 
have broken legs or arms with splints made out of cloth strips and cardboard or wood pieces, or you may tie 
someone’s arms to his/her side. You may or may not appoint one or more people to have no injuries.
     Once each person is set up with his/her injuries, tell the group you just got word that we are expecting 
aftershocks and they are in a dangerous area and must move to safety. Designate an area that has been declared 
safe at least twenty yards away. Prior to the activity, set up obstacles such as tables, overturned chairs, and other 
objects between the danger zone and the “safe area”. The group must move everyone to the safety area without 
causing any further injury.

Discussion Prompts
1. How did you feel when helping others get to safety?
2. How did you feel if others had to help you?
3. Do you have any disabilities that require you to accept help from others? If so, how do you deal with this?
4. How do you react to someone else who is working with you who has a disability that requires your help?
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Blind Creations
(From the Team Up Chapter)

Objective
To build group communication and trust.

Group Size
2 or more

Materials
 Varies (paper and markers, blocks, Popsicle® sticks, Lego’s®, etc.)

Description
     There are several variations to this popular activity. One person creates a drawing, sculpture, design, etc. out 
of the materials given to him/her. The rest of the group is given a pile of the same materials and must work as 
a group to duplicate what the first person made by following his/her verbal directions. The person who made 
the drawing or object should not be able to see the group members and the group cannot see the direction-giver 
or the creation that he or she has created. You may allow the group members to ask questions or not. Once 
everyone thinks they have a copy of the original creation, allow both parties to view what the other has made. 

Discussion Prompts
1. Was it easier to give or to receive directions? Why?
2. Would it have been easier or harder to do this activity individually, rather than with a group? Why?
3. How was communication used during this activity?
4. Why is communication so important when in a group?
5. Did everyone contribute to the project, or did a few people do most of the work? Why?
6. Are you ever in a group where a few people take over? How do you feel about this?
7. What can you do to help a group work together more effectively? 
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Snowball Fight
(From the Open Up Chapter)

Objective
For group members to share their thoughts and feelings with each other anonymously.

Group Size
8 or more is ideal

Materials
 Paper
 Pens or pencils

Description
     Give everyone a piece of paper and a pen or pencil. Ask them to write down something specific on this piece 
of paper that you want them to share but that may be difficult to share, such as:
     How you feel when with this group?
     How are you feeling right now?
     What do you do when you become really angry?
     What makes you feel really sad?
     What are the strengths and weaknesses of this group?

Make sure nobody puts his/her name on the papers because everything should be anonymous. Once every-
one has finished writing, tell the group that they will be having a snowball fight and to crumple up their papers 
and, on the count of three, start throwing. After the snowball fight has gone on for a while, yell “stop,” and ask 
each person to pick up one “snowball.” Gather the group together and ask group members to take turns reading 
the paper that they ended up with to the group. You may discuss each response that is read or wait until all the 
papers have been read before having a discussion.

Discussion Prompts
1. What did you hear that surprised you?
2. How do you feel about what people shared today?
3. How did you feel about the way you shared your feelings?
4. Does anyone want to comment on or add to what was said?
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